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ALICIA HOLDER
@redloh_9

My name is Alicia and I am a
visual artist who has lived on the
Northside for about 15 years.
My muses and inspirations are a
combination of women, nature,
music, and the general vibe of
the environment around me. I’m
always looking for new ways to
grow and experiment with my
art as I grow as a person.
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ANDREA
MAJORS-HOLLIN
ddeemajors@gmail.com

I design Jewelry by
Your taste. (Color and
Pieces or Pictures). I also
change watch batteries,
and make other trinkets.
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ANGELA DAVIS
andcreations.storenvy.com

davi0078@yahoo.com

@angeladavis1971

I am a local acrylic painter
born and raised in North
Minneapolis. I like using
bright colors and painting
local icons and African
American life.
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IMANI CREATES
www.imanicreatesartistry.com

imanicreates@gmail.com

@Nikol.imani

Ni’Kol is a Multi-Disciplinary
Artrepreneur born in Minneapolis,
Minnesota.
She currently combines her love of
Spoken word, photography, body
movement, writing, and painting. She
uses her artistry as a means of selfexpression, to identify with hidden
qualities of my character, to teach,
cultivate community conversations,
and to express my interpretation of
the world around her. Her goal is to
open an unexplored world, a place
of curious self-expression, but also
a world of new relationships, new
chances for new beginnings and most
importantly new stories.
Ni’Kol is a self-taught artist who has
a passion for a variety of experiences.
Ni’Kol uses her creativity to live
unapologetic about her likes, quirks,
upbringing, and expression. Ni’Kol
has begun to live by her middle
name. Ni’kol is an unconventional
transformational Artrepeneur who
facilitates groups & workshops,
curates galleries and community
expression. Ni’Kol hopes to change
her community, to elevate her activism
worldwide, and to mentor and teach
others through creative expression,
integrity, life coaching, and radical
sensuality.
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KP INSPIRES
www.kpinspires.com

Kprecia@kpinspires.com

@kpinspires

Kprecia Ambers is the founder
of Kp Inspires, a company
created to empower, support
businesses, and celebrate black
culture through the power of
illustration.
In addition to freelance, Kprecia
Ambers is an Illustrator at Strive
Publishing. Strive Publishing’s
vision is to give all children
the opportunity to see African
American culture from different
perspectives, and to provide
pathways for illuminating stories
across cultures and generations.
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SJC BODY LOVE
PRODUCTS
sjcbodyloveproducts.com

Bodyloveprod@gmail.com

@bodylovepro

Sabrina Jones is the
Owner and President of
SJC Body love Products.
SJC Body Love Products
is a product line geared
towards those seeking to
live a healthier lifestyle
and choose our products
as safer alternatives
to over the counter
medicines. Our mission
is to help Dr. Mom’s
and those wanting safer
solutions to relieve issues
caused and associated
with stress. Our luxurious
products are handcrafted
for men and women of all
ages. We love to help you
be your BEST natural you.
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THIRD DAUGHTER,
RESTLESS DAUGHTER
3drdcrafts.com

3drdcrafts@gmail.com
@3drdcrafts

@3drdcrafts
@ThirdDRD

Subversive, Sarcastic,
and Snarky. It began
not as a definitive
response to create, but
as a response to mimic
their grandmother’s
embroidery. In their own
style, Youa & Wone brings
their unique humor into
this tradition form of crossstitch art.

